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Heterogeneous world
Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) Foundation is a not-for-profit industry standards body focused on making it dramatically easier to program heterogeneous computing devices. The
Unified view of memory in HSA
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prog kernel &__vector_copy_kernel(
    kernarg_u64 %a,
    kernarg_u64 %b)
{
    workitemabsid_u32 $s0, 0;
    cvt_s64_s32 $d0, $s0;
    shl_u64 $d0, $d0, 2;
    ld_kernarg_align(8)_width(all)_u64 $d1, [%b];
    add_u64 $d1, $d1, $d0;
    ld_kernarg_align(8)_width(all)_u64 $d2, [%a];
    add_u64 $d0, $d2, $d0;
    ld_global_u32 $s0, [$d0];
    st_global_u32 $s0, [$d1];
    ret;
};
HSAIL is explicitly parallel
Getting the compiler and run time

HSA branch:
- svn://gcc.gnu.org/svn/gcc/branches/hsa
  (also available on the git mirror)

HSA run-time from AMD:
- https://github.com/HSAFoundation/HSA-Runtime-AMD

HSA kernel, firmware, KFDlib from AMD:
- https://github.com/HSAFoundation/HSA-Drivers-Linux-AMD

openSUSE Tumbleweed HSA kernel (at the moment):
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- Compile with -fopenmp
- set LD_LIBRARY_PATH when running the compiled program
- Unlike support for other accelerators, you only need one compiler.
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The run-time decides whether (and to which device) offload.
Ofloading simple OMP parallel loops

/* Copy:* /
#pragma omp target
#pragma omp parallel for private(j)
    for (j=0; j<STREAM_ARRAY_SIZE; j++)
        c[j] = a[j];
The rest of the Stream benchmark loops

/* Scale: */
#pragma omp target
#pragma omp parallel for private(j)
    for (j = 0; j < STREAM_ARRAY_SIZE; j++)
        b[j] = scalar * c[j];

/* Add: */
#pragma omp target
#pragma omp parallel for private(j)
    for (j = 0; j < STREAM_ARRAY_SIZE; j++)
        c[j] = a[j] + b[j];

/* Triad: */
#pragma omp target
#pragma omp parallel for private(j)
    for (j = 0; j < STREAM_ARRAY_SIZE; j++)
        a[j] = b[j] + scalar * c[j];
Stream benchmark performance (1)
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The chart shows the performance of CPU and HSA gridified expansion for different operations. The performance is measured in MB/s, with higher values indicating better performance.
Stream benchmark results for 64kB arrays (16k of floats) on a Carrizo APU:
Stream benchmark results for 128MB arrays (32M of floats) on a Carrizo APU:

- **Copy**: 0 MB/s
- **Scale**: 10000 MB/s
- **Add**: 15000 MB/s
- **Triad**: 20000 MB/s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>HSA gridified expansion</th>
<th>HSA traditional expansion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MB/s (bigger is better)**
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- As does non-automatic loop scheduling

- Limited support for `teams` and `distribute` constructs

- Reductions through atomics almost done, we plan to support `collapse(2)` and `collapse(3)`
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...any questions?